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Let A be a quasi-Frobenius algebra over a field K. A has a complete

(co)homology theory which may be established upon an augmented acyclic

projective complex, i.e. a commutative diagram

(1) . . . - Xι -» Xo -> X-i -> X-2 -> . . .

A

of A-double-modules with exact horizontal row, projective Xp, and with epi-

morphic resp. monomorphic ε and c. Negative-dimensional cohomology groups,

over an A-double-module, are expected to be in close relationship with (ordinary

positive-dimensional) homology groups. Indeed, in case A is a Frobenius algebra

the cohomology groups H~n{A, M), -n<-l, over an /I-double-module M

may be identified, connecting homomorphisms taken into account, with the

homology groups Hn-ΛA, M*) over an A-double-module M* = (M, *) obtained

from M by modifying its A-right-module structure with an automorphism * of

A belonging to the Frobenius algebra structure of A, and, moreover, the

cohomology groups H°(A, Λf), H~ι(A, M) are described explicitly in terms of

commutation and norm-map, so to speak, defined by a certain pair of dual

bases of A. In the present note we want to give the corresponding description

of the 0- and negative-dimensional cohomology groups of a quasi-Frobenius

algebra A. In doing so, we shall deal with a certain A-double-module Λ/§ which

is obtained from M by a certain construction but which is in general not A-

left-isomorphic to M contrary to that M* in case of a Frobenius algebra is A-

left-isomorphic to M. Further, our construction will strongly rely upon the

relationship of A with its core algebra AQ which is a Frobenius algebra. In

fact, the (co)homology theory of an algebra can, generally, be reduced to that

of its core algebra, and this principle applies also to the complete (co)homology

of a quasi-Frobenius algebra. However, description and construction in terms
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of a given quasi-Frobenius algebra itself, rather than of its Frobenius core,

as those we shall obtain in the followings, are perhaps of some interest and

use too.

1. Λ-double-module M§. Let i be a quasi-Frobenius algebra over a field

Kf and

r /<p>

(2) 1= ΣΣί}.
p = l i-1

be a decomposition of its unit element 1 into mutually orthogonal primitive

idempotents, where e\?) ̂  ei/) if and only if p = σ. For each p = l r there

is in A a system of matrix units c$ (cφcfy^δji'ctf) with cff = eY\ Put

(3) l o = Σ M p ) , A) = loAlo.
p = l

Ao. the so-called core algebra (or basic algebra) of A, has l0 as its unit element,

and is a Frobenius algebra. Let * : x -+ x* (x e Ao) be an automorphism of

Ao belonging to its Frobenius algebra structure. Thus, if (au . . . , ak) is a

K-basis of Ao, there is a non-singular parastrophic matrix P = (μ(<2κ#λ)) belong-

ing to the basis (aκ) such that for x = ̂ aκξκ (ξκ^ K)

(4) x* = Σ ^ , (fί fl) = (ίi

there is a permutation TΓ of (1, . . . , r) such that e[p)* = e[M?)) modulo the

radical of Ao for every 1, . . . , r, and by a suitable choice of * (or of the

decomposition (2) and matrix units c\f if we fix *) we may, and shall, assume

(5) e[p)* = e[Mp)) for every p = 1, . . . , r.

The basis (bu . . . , fe) = (αi, . . . , a^iP')'1 is said to be dual to (aκ) and has

the property that the left regular representation of AQ defined by (aκ) coincides

with the right regular representation defined by (bκ) and, moreover, the product

of * with the left regular representation defined by (bκ) coincides with the

right regular representation defined by (aκ).

Let M be a unitary A-double-module. Then Λfo = loMl0 is a unitary AQ-

double-module. The map

(6) vo : u-+*Σaκtώκ

is a if-endomorphism of Mo and we have
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(7) PQ(MQ) CMOAO = {ukMolxu^ux for all x^A0},

(8) ux* — xu & Ker vo for all w G l o j e A .

On denoting by Mt = (Mo, *) the Ao-double-module which coincides with

Mo as A0-left-module and whose Ao-right-module structure is defined by that

ux (we Mt, x& Ao), under the structure of Mt, is ux* under the old structure

of Mo, we construct a new A-double-module

(9) M8= Σ Σ ΣώVl^M^rcί ',

where c{n e[?) Mt e[o) c[f is the ϋί-module consisting of all expressions ctfvcif

with v & e[9)Mt e[a) (^-module structure inheriting that, of e[?) Mt e[n)), where

the summations are formal direct ones, and where the A-double-module structure

of M§ is defined by (the distributivity and) the relations: if v E: e\9) Mt e[σ\

xe.epAeψ\ then

(10) xclVvcί? - δo^δϊicWUcWxctf)v)c%\

c^Vvc\]}x ^ δ^oδi'jc^ivic^xc^))c\]:\

If in particular A is a Frobenius algebra, then (and only then) f(πip))

= /(p) for p = 1, . . . , r. In this case the KΛ'mear map:

(11) x(eeΫ)Ae?))^c£ι>)\c[Vxc$))*ciJ"))

gives an automorphism of A and is readily seen to be a such belonging to the

Frobenius algebra structure of A. Our module M§ is, in this case, obtained

from M by retaining its A-left-module structure but modifying its A-right-

module structure with this automorphism of A, and thus coincides with the

module considered in [3] (with this choice of automorphism of A belonging to

its Frobenius algebra structure).

Contrary to this Frobenius algebra case and contrary to that in particular

Mt is Ao-left-isomorphic to Mo, our module M § in general case is not, in general,

A-left-isomorphic to M, as we wish to remark.

2. Map v : M§ -+ M. For u = el? vcty e e\?) Mhjσ) with v e e{?) Mt e[n\ con-

sider v as the corresponding element of Mo, indeed of e[p)Moe
(π(σ)), and construct

vo(v) in Mo, with ι>0 given in (6). Put

(12) v(u) = 5/yΣ Σ c i V ^ o ί v ) ^ e M
τ = l g = l
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This defines a if-linear map v of M% into M We assert

(13) v(M$)CMA = {u<BM\ux=:χu for all x€ΞA}.

Indeed, let xEϊ eft ) Ae{β'\ Then, with u as above and with i = j, we have, on

observing (7)

v(u)x = cWvMcψx = cttvoMc^xc^ciP

= c\K] c[pxc{β[] va(v) c[p = xU{u).

We have also

(14) UX-XUEL Ker v for all u e M§, A: e A.

T o see this, let, again, u = c ΐ] vc{]] ^ e\?)Λί%ej0) with v <Ξ e[?)M% e[o) and

x G eft^Ae^. Then we compute readily

τ = l y = l

(where in the first equality we operate c[]]xc%] E Ao on v as an element of

Mo* (and not as such of Mo) and then consider the result as an element of Mo

to form its image by vo). So v(ux — xu) =0 if j =̂  i' or / ̂ F j'. Let / = i and

/ = i'. If σ ̂  p' and p =V a\ then (̂Z/Λ; — Λ̂T) — 0 too. So, suppose a = pf but p ±F a*

firstly. Then p(ux-ux) = v(ux) = ΈΈc^Poivic^xcp))^ and here the

argument of ẑo is equal to victyxcffi) - {c\f xcψ,}) v since p * σf. But pQ(vy - v^)

- 0 for all v e Λf0*, ^ e A ((8)). Thus ΊJ(ux-ux) = 0. The same holds simi-

larly in case a # p', p = σ'. Suppose finally ί; = p', p = a\ Then

- Σ Σ ^ ^ o l ^ ^ ^ l M r i f ^ ί ^ ) ) ^ and this vanishes again by (8).

This proves (14).

3. Cohomology groups. Having proved (13) and (14) we set

(15) H\M)^MAlv(Mι),

(16) H~\M) - (Ker ϊO/(#-submodule of ikΓ§ generated by the

elements of form ux — xu with u£Ξ M^, #6Ξ A).

Set further H'n(M) =Hn-i(A, Λ/§) for ~ n £ - 2 and Hn(M)=Hn(A, M) for

n ^ 1. With an exact sequence 0-».P->M-»(2-*0 of A-double-modules, we

define e0, 3-u d-2 to be the maps: H\Q) -> ̂ ( P ) , H'\Q) -*
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-* H'ΉP) induced by the maps: u( E: M) -» (standard 1-cochain x(GA)

-» ux- xu), v ' u{E: M§) -* v{u), (standard 1-chain x$) w(e AS)M§)) -» ux — xu

( e M§). The maps δp with i> > 0 or < - 2 are defined as the usual connecting

homomorphisms of cohomology or homology groups. Then the groups HP(M)

and the maps δp, with varying M and exact sequence, (or, more precisely,

covariant functors Hp and connecting homomorphisms Tip (L~2J)) are easily seen

to satisfy the axioms (I) —(IV) of cohomology groups (given in [1] for

ordinary case and in [3], §6 for complete case) with a normalization axiom

(V) H\M) = HHA, M), for example (cf. [3], §6). So we have: the groups

Hn(A, M) (n^l), H~n(A, M)=Hn-ΛA, M§) ( - n *έ - 2) and the groups

H\A, M)=H\M), H'\A, M) = H'\M) in (15), (16) form, with connecting

homomorphisms defined as above, the complete system of cohomology groups on

the quasi-Frobenius algebra A in M.

4. Case of a Frobenius algebra. Suppose that our quasi-Frobenius algebra

A is in particular a Frobenius algebra, i.e. f(π(p)) =f{p) for all p = 1, . . . , r.

We first consider a if-basis (aκ) of the core Ao = loAlo such that each aκ lies

in some of the modules eip)Aoe[σ). Let {bκ) be a basis dual to (aκ). We see

readily, by the cited property of dual bases with respect to regular represen-

tations, that if a<e:e[")Aoe[0) then bκ e e[σ)*AQe[9) = e[Ma))AQe[9\ So, we then

construct the products c^a*c[J\ Cj?0))bκc[? (i = l, . . . ,/(p) j = l, . . . , /( t f )

( =/(7Γ(<J))) ). With Λ: = 1, . . . , ky we order these two families of elements by

the lexicographic order of U, i, i ) , for example, to obtain a pair of dual bases

(c^aκc[f), (cjΓ<σ))£κcί5}) of A belonging to the Frobenius algebra automorphism

defined by (11). With this last choice of automorphism our module M § is

obtained directly from M by modifying its right-module structure with this

automorphism (but retaining its left-module structure), and with this choice of

dual bases our map v : M§ -» M is readily seen to be the product of the thus

existing trivial A-left-isomorphism M% -» M and the K-endomorphism of M

denoted by a in [3], § 2.

After this observation with respect to the above specific dual bases of A,

we consider the general case of an arbitrary pair of dual bases (a j , (bκ) of

the core Ao. By a i£-linear transformation we can come to a basis with the

above specific property that each member belongs to some e{p)Aoeia). The

contragredient transformation turns (bκ) to a dual to this basis (with respect
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to the same * ) . By the transition to this pair of dual bases the map v0 is left

unchanged, and so is the expression in the right-hand side of (12). Applying

then the above consideration to the newly constructed bases, we obtain that

(in case A is a Frobenius algebra) the above statements in italics concerning

M§ and v are valid also with a given arbitrary pair of dual bases of the core

ΛQ and with a suitable dual bases of A {with respect to the automorphism of A

given by (11)) (Thus M § coincides with M* in [3] when our automorphism

of A is denoted also by *, and v coincides with <;, in [3], up to a trivial trans-

formation).

We repeat, however, that in case of a general quasi-Frobenius algebra the

module M § is not, in general, A, left-isomorphic to M and our rather complicated

construction of M§ and v is rather inevitable.

5. Remarks. With a quasi-Frobenius algebra A we retain our notations as

eΫ\ c%\ Ao, (aκ), (bκ) and *. The A0-double-module A°o = Hom*(A0, K) has a

if-basis (j9K) with βΛbχ) - dκλ. By aκ -» βΛ we obtain an Ao-Ao-isomorphism

of Ao and A0

0*=(Ao°, *) (cf. [3], §§2, 3). This is extended to an A-A-

isomorphism of the modules Hctf e[?)A.eΐ'άf and Σc^ e[9) A°,* e[σ) c[f of the

similar construction as of (9). Here the former module is nothing but A while

the latter is (A-A )isomorphic to A o § = (Horn* (A, K))% as we readily see

from the A0-A0-isomorphism Σ e l p ) A° e\0) ^ Ao°.

Now, let 0 <- A <- XQ «- Xι «- . . . be the standard (say) complex of A.

From this we obtain an augmented acyclic projective (in fact free) complex

0 «- Ao - (-Yo)o - (Xi\ - . . . ((X,)o = hXnh = Έe[?)Xne[σ)) of Ao, which is,

however, not the standard one. We obtain then, by dualization and ( , * ) , an

injective resolution 0 -> Ao°* -* (AΌ)?* -> (AΊ)f* -* . . . of the Ao-double-module

A?* the modules (X*)o* are (A0-A0-)projective too. On observing

Y>c\Ve[?) (Xn)Γe[n)c[y ^ X$ we obtain further the exact sequence 0 -* A o §

-» XG% -* ^i o § - > . . . . Combining this with the standard complex of A, which

we have started with, through the A-A-isomorphism of A and Ao § constructed

above, we obtain an augmented acyclic projective complete complex (1) with

X-n-i = XnK where, thus, ε is the original augmentation in the standard complex

and c is the product of our (A-A-)isomorjDhism A -* A o § with the mono-

morphism A c § -> X%*. We see readily that this construction corresponds to our

description of cohomology groups in 3, and indeed gives a second derivation of
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the result there.

. We remark here that we do not need to start with the standard complex

of A any protective resolution of the A-double-module A will do, except that

the choice of Xo in the standard complex makes the description of the 0- and

- 1-cohomology groups easy. (For instance we may use the resolution such

that 0 *- AQ <- (JVo)o«- (Xi)ΰ *- . . . is the standard complex of Ao.) We note

also that we then need not use the negative-dimensional part derived, by the

above construction, from the positive-dimensional part, but may combine a

given positive-dimensional part with a negative-dimensional part derived, by

our construction, from another positive-dimensional part. Important is, however,

that they are combined through our A-Λ-isomorphism A -> Ao§.

A further remark is that another description of the cohomology groups

H(A, M)f which is more economical than ours, is the one as those of the

Frobenius core 4̂0 in Mo i.e. HP(A, M) ^ HP(AO, Mo) (where the right-hand

side is known in [3]). (This is verified either in axiomatic way or by com-

plexes.)—It is indeed a general useful principle that the (co)homology theory

of an algebra may be reduced to that of its core algebra.— But our description

refers directly to A and Λ-double-modules, which is perhaps of use and interest

too.
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